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TOPOLOGY WITHOUT POINTS 
I .  THE FOUNDATIONS O F  T H E  CONCEPT O F  
SPACE I N  TOPOLOGY 
HE three foundations of the concept of space in topol- T ogy star t  with the concept of limit, the  concept of 
neighborhood, and the concept of closure. 
As a limit class Fr ichet  denotes a set of elements in which 
certain denumerable sequences of elements are distinguished. 
Each distinguished sequence is called convergent, and with 
each convergent sequence of elements exactly one element 
is associated, called the  limit of the  convergent sequence. 
It is assumed tha t  each subsequence of a convergent se- 
quence is convergent, and t h a t  each sequence all of whose 
elements are equal t o  one and the same element, is con- 
vergent and has this element as its limit. Instead of de- 
scribing a limit class as a set in which certain sequences are 
distinguished, we can, in a more formal way, speak of a 
limit class if a set L and a subset C of dL are given, where 
a? denotes the set of all the  denumerable sequences of ele- 
ments of L, and the elements of C are called distinguished 
sequences. T h e  two properties of the convergent sequences 
can be expressed as properties of the set C. 
As a neighborhood class (or as he says, a topological 
space) Hausdorff denotes a set T (whose elements are called 
points) in which certain distinguished subsets are associated 
with the  points. Each distinguished subset associated with 
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a point x is called a neighborhood of the point x .  It is 
assumed tha t  
1. Each point x of T is element of a t  least one neighbor- 
hood of x ,  and each neighborhood of x contains the point x. 
2. If U ,  and Y, are two neighborhoods of x, then there 
exists a neighborhood of x which is a subset both of U ,  
and of ?',. 
3. If y is a point contained in the neighborhood U,, 
then there exists a neighborhood of y which is a subset of U,. 
4. For each pair of distinct points x and y, there exist 
two neighborhoods, U ,  and U,, which have no point in 
common. 
Again i t  is possible to  describe the distinction of certain 
subsets of T as neighborhoods by saying tha t  besides the  
set T there is given a subset of the set of all subsets of T. 
The  space T is said t o  satisfy the second denumerability 
axiom if there exists a denumerable set of neighborhoods 
which is a basis for the open subsets of the space, i.e., such 
tha t  each open set is sum of sets belonging to  the basis. 
As a closure class (or as he says a class 2) Kuratowski 
denotes a set in which with each subset A there is associated 
a set 2, called the closure of A. It is assumed tha t  
1. The closure of the sum of two sets is equal to  the sum 
of the closures of the two sets. 
2. The closure of a set consisting of one point, consists 
of this one point. 
3. The  closure of the vacuous set is the vacuous set. 
4. The  closure of the closure of a set is equal t o  the 
closure of the set. 
These three foundations of topology have in common tha t  
they are what may be called point set theoretical. By this 
we mean tha t  each of them considers the space as a set of 
elements. Of course, it is a set with special properties 
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distinguishing the space from an abstract set, viz., a set in 
which certain sequences of elements are distinguished, or 
a set in which subsets are associated with elements or with 
subsets in a certain way. But  in all three cases it is assumed 
tha t  the elements of the space, the points, are somehow 
given individually, and tha t  the  space character of the  set 
consists in relations between, and properties of, certain sets 
of these elements. The  same holds for other more or less 
related ways of introducing the concept of space in topology 
as well as for the fundamental concept of a metric space in 
which distance numbers are associated with the pairs of 
elements. 
2 .  THE CLASSICAL FOUNDATIONS O F  T H E  CONCEPT 
O F  T H E  STRAIGHT LINE 
I n  arithmetic, three ways of introducing the set of all 
real numbers, or, geometrically speaking, the straight line, 
on the basis of the  theory of the rational numbers, have 
been known since the  70’s of the  last century. They are 
somewhat analogous to  the three introductions of the con- 
cept of space in modern topology. 
The  one which is related to the concept of limit class is 
Cantor’s definition of a real number as a convergent se- 
quence (or, as he said, fundamental sequence) of rational 
numbers. A sequence of rational numbers r l ,  r2, - -  - is 
convergent if for each natural number n there exists an 
index k, such tha t  (ri-riI < l / n ,  provided tha t  irk, and 
j 2 k,. Two numbers rl, r2, a and J ~ ,  s2, e are said t o  
be equal if r l ,  J ~ ,  rz, J ~ ,  . . is a number. A <-relation and 
a limit concept can be introduced for the real numbers so 
defined. The  straight line is the set of all these real numbers. 
The  way related t o  the concept of neighborhood class is 
the definition of a real number as a nested sequence of 
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rational intervals whose lengths approach 0. By a rational 
interval, we mean a pair I = ( r l ,  r2)  of rational numbers 
for which rl < r z .  As the length of the interval I ,  we denote 
the rational number r2 - r l .  The  interval I = ( r l ,  rz) is said 
t o  be contained in the interval J = (sl, s2) if J~ I r l  <rz I s 2 .  
We say t h a t  I is completely contained in J if s1 <rl  < r z  <s2. 
A sequence 11, Iz, . . . of intervals is said to  be strictly de- 
creasing or nested if each interval Ik contains the following 
interval completely. Two real numbers I,,  I,, and 
J1, Jz, are said to  be equal if each I ,  contains a J ,  (and 
consequently almost all J ,  completely), and each J k  con- 
tains an I ,  (and consequently almost all I ,  completely). 
Again an order relation and a limit concept can be intro- 
duced for the real numbers so defined. The  set of all these 
numbers is called a straight line. 
A way somewhat related to  the concept of closure class 
is Dedekind’s definition of a real number as a cut or upper 
section in the set of rational numbers. A set of rational 
numbers is called an upper section if together with each 
rational number, i t  contains all greater rational numbers. 
If for an upper section there exists a rational number (be- 
longing or not belonging to  the upper section) which is 
smaller than all the (other) numbers of the upper section, 
but greater than all the (other) numbers not belonging to  
the upper section, then we say that the upper section is a 
rational real number. If for an upper section there does 
not exist a rational number with these properties, then we 
say the upper section is an irrational real number. The  
set of all upper sections is called a straight line. 
These three ways of introducing the straight line or the 
set of all real numbers do not presuppose the concept of a 
point or of a real number. On the basis of a denumerable 
set (the set of rational numbers or rational intervals) for 
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whose elements certain relations are assumed t o  be given, 
(a <-relation for the  rational numbers, a relation of con- 
taining for the  rational intervals) they introduce the in- 
dividual real numbers or points. T h e  set of all of them 
is formed in order t o  enable us t o  talk, if necessary, about 
the  straight line as a whole. 
3. P O I N T S  OF A G E N E R A L  SPACE I N T R O D U C E D  
AS S E Q U E N C E S  O F  L U M P S  
Huntington’s foundation of Euclidean geometry is given 
in  terms of spheres and a relation of inc1usion.l Points are 
introduced as spheres which do not include any other 
spheres. 
In  his Paris thesis in 1923, Nicod2 in continuation of ideas 
of Whitehead outlined a theory start ing with “volumes,” 
and a relation of “contained in the  interior of.” As an 
abstractive class of volumes,” he denotes a class of vol- 
umes such tha t ,  for any two volumes belonging t o  the  class, 
one is contained in the interior of the other while no volume 
belonging t o  the  class is contained in the  interior of all the  
volumes of the  class. If A and B are two such abstractive 
classes, then A is said t o  cover B if each volume belonging 
to  the  class A contains in its interior a volume belonging 
t o  the  class B. As a point, Nicod defines an abstractive 
class A covered by every abstractive class which A covers. 
Like Huntington’s elaborate theory, the  rather sketchy de- 
velopments of Nicod aim t o  lay a foundation of Euclidean 
geometry by introducing a definition of congruency for 
pairs of points. 
I n  my book Dimtn~ionstheorie~ I pointed out  the  desirabil- 
i ty  of an introduction of the general concept of space in 
topology which is not point set theoretical in the  sense of 
Section 1, but rather analogous t o  the  introductions of the 
I( 
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straight line in arithmetic, outlined in Section 2. I especially 
aimed t o  introduce the points of a space as nested sequences 
of what may be called pieces or lumps-analogous to  the 
introduction of real numbers as nested sequences of rational 
intervals, and related to  HausdorfF’s concept of a neighbor- 
ing class. 
Such a topology of lumps seems t o  me to  be closer to  the 
physicist’s concept of space than is the point set theoretical 
concept. For naturally all the physicist can measure and 
observe are pieces of space, and the individual points are 
merely given as the result of approximations. 
Also, such a topology of lumps probably comes closer to  
the ideas of some philosophers than does the point set 
theoretical concept of space. It is true, in the philosophical 
literature the critique of the concept of the continuum as a 
set of points was most frequently directed against the intro- 
duction of the linear continuum, i.e., the straight line, al- 
though just in this case the introduction of points as nested 
sequences of rational intervals conforms with at  least some 
of the philosophical exactions. But on somewhat better 
grounds some of the critical ideas might be directed against 
the traditional introductions of the general concept of space. 
T o  supply this latter concept with a foundation whose logi- 
cal dignity equals tha t  of the basis of the concept of the 
straight line, is the purpose of our theory. 
We start with a partially ordered system of lumps which 
we shall denote by U ,  Y ,  . They correspond to  the 
rational intervals of arithmetic and to  the neighborhoods of 
Hausdorff. We call the order relation defined for these 
lumps completely contained in” and denote it by cc. 
The reason we speak of complete containing rather than 
containing, and use the symbol cc rather than c will be 
clear later, when we shall see tha t  two lumps U and Y 
< C  
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for which U c c Y ,  correspond t o  two open sets in the topo- 
logical space such that the closure of U is a subset of Y 
-a relation described in topology by the symbol U C C Y . ~  
a , 
we make the following assumption: Two elements U and 
Y are identical if and only if for each element W the rela- 
tions WccU and WccY are equivalent (that is to  say, 
either both hold or both do not hold). 
Now as points we define certain sequences of lumps 
U1, Uz,  - , which are strictly decreasing; tha t  is t o  say, 
for which Uk+lCCUk for each k. The  points Ul, uz, 
and Y,, Yz, will be called equal if and only if each U ,  
contains one Yj (and consequently almost all Yj) completely, 
and if each 7, contains one uk (and consequently almost 
all uk) completely. The point U1, Uz, is said to  lie in the 
lump U if we have Ui cc U for one (and thus for almost all) 
integers i. 
It is clear tha t  if we consider a strictly decreasing sequence 
U1, Uz, - - of open sets in a topological space, four cases 
can occur: 
( 1 )  The sequence contracts to a point p ;  tha t  is t o  say, 
only the point p is contained in all open sets of the sequence, 
and each neighborhood of p (Le., each open set containing 
p )  contains a set Ui and consequently almost all Ui. E.g., 
this is the case for the strictly decreasing sequences of ra- 
tional intervals of the straight line whose lengths converge 
toward 0, if by a rational interval we mean the set of all 
real numbers between two rational numbers. 
(2) The 5etr of the sequence have only one point in common 
without contracting to this point. As an example, let us con- 
sider a space obtained from the straight line by omitting 
the point I ,  and denote by U ,  the open set consisting of the 
intervals ( - 1 / n ,  l / n )  and ( l - l / n ,  l + l / n ) .  The open 
About the partially ordered set of the lumps U,  Y, 
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sets U,, U,, a have only the point 0 in common without 
contracting to  the point 0. If we admit unbounded open 
sets, e.g., the ray consisting of all numbers >n which we 
shall denote by (n,  w ) ,  then even the ordinary straight line 
contains a decreasing sequence of open sets which have only 
one point in common without contracting to it, e.g., the 
sequence UI ,  Uz, where U ,  denotes the sum of the 
interval ( -  l / n ,  l/n) and the ray (n,  w ) .  
(3) The sets of the sequence have more than one point in 
common. E.g., this is the case for a strictly decreasing 
sequence of rational intervals of the straight line whose 
diameters do not approach 0. 
(4) The sets of the sequence have no point in common. E.g., 
this is the case if U ,  denotes the set of all real numbers 
excluding 1 between 1 - 1/n and 1 + l / n  in the space ob- 
tained from a straight line by omitting the point 1, or if 
U ,  denotes the ray (n, 0 0 )  in the ordinary straight line. 
In  the case of the straight line, a number was associated 
with each rational interval, namely, its length, and the only 
condition that  had t o  be imposed on a strictly decreasing 
sequence of rational intervals in order that  it should define 
a real number was that the lengths of the intervals of the 
sequence should converge toward 0. This was necessary in 
order t o  exclude case (3) .  The cases (2) and (4) in the 
example of the rational intervals of the straight line are 
automatically excluded. More generally, it can easily be 
shown that  in any compact space a sequence of open sets 
which have exactly one point in common, contracts t o  this 
point. Moreover, in a compact space the sets of a strictly 
decreasing sequence of open sets have at  least one point in 
common. If the sequence U1, Uz, - is decreasing without 
being strictly decreasing, then there need not exist a point 
common to  all sets. E.g., even in the straight line the de- 
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creasing open intervals (0, I), (0, 1/2), - , (0, l / n ) ,  . - 
have no point in common. 
In  my book I suggested the consideration of points of a 
space as certain decreasing sequences of lumps, without 
giving a criterion as to  which sequences should be called 
points. I pointed out the desirability of formulating such 
a criterion in my colloquium in Vienna. In  1930 this prob- 
lem was solved by A. Wald in a way that  we shall outline 
presently. 
At this point I should like only to  mention that  in order 
to  obtain a space whose abstract properties are related to  
those of a straight line, we shall start with a system of 
lumps which has certain denumerability properties. On the 
other hand, it is clear that  if we start with a set of lumps 
that  is altogether denumerable (as I originally did), then 
we can not possibly get all topological types of spaces on 
the mere basis of the order relation for the lumps. For, 
the set of all partially ordered denumerable sets which are 
distinct ( that  is to say, no two of which are isomorphic) has 
the power of the continuum. Consequently, if we wish t o  
describe the points of a space in terms of the order relation 
alone, we cannot get more than continuously many spaces 
-while the set of all types of topological spaces satisfying 
the second denumerability axiom, and even the set of all 
topological types of subsets of the straight line has a greater 
power than the continuum. 
4. THE THEORY OF WALD 
The main idea of Wald’s theory5 is a criterion which in a 
regular topological space satisfying Hausdorfi’s first denum- 
erability postulate holds for a sequence in the case (1) and 
fails to  hold for a sequence in one of the cases (z), (3), 
(4) mentioned in Section 3. In  such a space a necessary 
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and sufficient condition in order tha t  the strictly decreas- 
ing sequence of non vacuous open sets U1, U2, - contract 
to  a point is that f o r  each open set Y which does not contain 
a n y  of the Uk completely, and f o r  each open set W which ir 
completely contained in Y ,  the set W is disjoint from almort 
all Uk. Here two sets are called disjoint if they have no 
point in common. A space is called regular if for each point 
p lying in an open set U there exists an open set Y containing 
p and such that Y cc U. A space satisfies Hausdorffs first 
denumerability axiom if for each point p there exists a de- 
numerable set of open sets containing p and such tha t  each 
open set containing p contains one of the open sets of the 
denumerable set as a subset. 
The necessity of the condition is easily verified. The  
interesting fact is its sufficiency. In order t o  prove tha t  the 
condition is sufficient, we have to  show that it does not hold 
in Cases (2) ,  (3),  and (4). Clearly, each sequence Uil ,  Uip,  - 
extracted from a sequence satisfying the condition, satisfies 
the condition. 
satisfying Wald’s condition have at  most one point in com- 
mon. For, if the sets of a sequence U1, Uz, a . .  have two 
distinct points p and q in common, then we may choose an 
open set Y containing p ,  but not q, and an open set W con- 
taining p and completely contained in Y.  Since q does not 
lie in Y ,  the set Y does not contain any of the sets Uk. 
Nevertheless, none of the sets Uk and W are disjoint since 
W contains p .  Thus a sequence of open sets having more 
than one point in common does not satisfy Wald’s condi- 
tion. Hence, the condition excludes Case (3) .  
satisfying Wald’s condition have a t  least one point in com- 
mon. Let us assume tha t  the sets of the sequence U1, U2, . . - 
It is easily seen tha t  the sets of a sequence U1, Uz, 
Next we show tha t  the sets of a sequence U,, U2, 
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have no point in common. Then, first of all, it is clear that  
if we pick out a point pl ,  of the set Ulc, there does not exist 
any point p which is cluster of the sequence p,,  p 2 ,  , 
that  is t o  say, each neighborhood of which contains p ,  for in- 
finitely many n. For, on account of the strict decreasing of the 
sets U1, Uz, a such a cluster point p would be common to  
all the sets uk. Since the sequence p, ,  p,, - does not have 
any cluster point, it contains infinitely many distinct points. 
Thus, from p , ,  p 2 ,  - , we may extract a sequence q l ,  q,, - - 
of mutually distinct points. For each k, if q k  is the point 
p ik ,  we set U i k = X k .  Now we may choose open sets Yl, 
Y 3 ,  Y6, such that  of all the points ql ,  qz, q3 ,  . . .  the  
set Y2n-l contains only the point q2n-1. We may further- 
more choose a neighborhood W2,-l of q2n-1 which is com- 
pletely contained both in Yzn-l and in X2n-l. If now we 
set Y=YI+Y3+Y6+ - - and W=Wl+W3+WG+ , 
then we see 
(1) that  Y does not contain any of the sets Xa completely 
since it does not contain the points qz,  q4, qe, e 
(2)  that  W is not disjoint from any of the sets xk since 
it contains the points 41, 43, 4 6 ,  
(3) that, as one can prove, the closure of W contains 
merely points of the closure of Wl,  W3, W5, - and con- 
sequently is contained in Y ;  that  is t o  say, that  W is com- 
pletely contained in Y. 
Thus, the sequence X1, X,, . - does not satisfy Wald’s 
condition. From the assumption that the sets U1, Uz, * - 
have no point in common we derived that  the sequence 
U1, Uz, contains a subsequence X1, Xz, not satis- 
fying Wald’s condition. Thus i t  does not satisfy the con- 
dition itself, and hence the condition excludes Case (4). 
Finally, it  is easily seen that  Wald’s condition also ex- 
cludes Case (2).  
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I n  addition t o  the  concept of complete containing, Wald's 
criterion refers also to  the concept of two disjoint open sets. 
Two open sets are called disjoint if they have no point in 
common. Assuming tha t  each open set does contain a 
point, we can define two open sets U and Y t o  be disjoint 
by saying tha t  there is no open set W which is completely 
contained in both. 
On the basis of this criterion Wald solved the problem 
mentioned in Section 3 by formulating the following defi- 
nition of a point on the basis of a partially ordered set of 
lumps: A point is a strictly decreasing sequence of lumps, 
U1, Uz, . such that f o r  any lump Y which does not com- 
pletely contain any of the uk, and any w completely contained 
in Y ,  the lump is disjoint from almost all uk. Here two 
lumps are called disjoint if there does not exist any lump 
completely contained in both. 
As in Section 3, a point U1, Uz, . ' .  is said t o  lie in the 
lump U if U contains completely a uk (and consequently 
almost all U,). Moreover, the point U1, Uz,  is said t o  
belong t o  the closure of the lump Y if Y is not disjoint 
from any of the Uk. By virtue of this definition it is clear 
tha t  if W is completely contained in Y, then each point 
of the closure of W is a point of Y.  
I n  order t o  prove tha t  the set of all points defined as 
above form a regular topological space, it is necessary t o  
assume tha t  also conversely if W is not completely contained 
in Y,  there exists a t  least one point of the closure of W which 
is not a point of Y ,  Under these assumptions one can prove 
tha t  for each lump U the set of all points lying in U is an 
open set in the topological space obtained, and tha t  for 
two lumps Y and W, the closure of W is a subset of Y if 
and only if the lump W is completely contained in the  lump 
Y in the sense of the partially ordered set. This is the reason 
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we use the words “completely contained” and the symbol 
cc rather than the word “contained” and the symbol c, 
to  denote the order relation in the set of lumps. 
We get a topological space satisfying HausdorfF‘s second 
denumerability axiom by assuming tha t  the basic set of 
lumps consists of a denumerable system of lumps and lumps 
which in a symbolic way are sums of some of the lumps 
of the denumerable system. The  points of the space can be 
defined as sequences of lumps belonging to  the denumerable 
system; but in order t o  constitute points, a sequence must 
satisfy Wald’s condition with regard to  any two lumps Y 
and W of the whole undenumerable set of lumps. (In prov- 
ing tha t  in a regular topological space Wald’s criterion ex- 
cludes Case (4) for a strictly decreasing sequence of open 
sets, we had t o  form sets Y and W as sums of denumerably 
many open sets.) The  reader interested in further details 
of Wald’s theory is referred t o  his original paperV6 The  
necessity of basing a theory which is to  yield all regular 
topological spaces satisfying the second denumerability 
axiom on a non-denumerable set of lumps, follows from the 
remarks at  the end of Section 3. 
Here I should like to  add t o  Wald’s theory the following 
remark. In  a compact space satisfying the denumerability 
axiom, that is to  say, admitting a denumerable system of 
open sets which is equivalent to  the system of all open sets, 
we can say: A strictly decreasing sequence U1, Uz,  of 
open sets belonging to  the denumerable system contracts 
t o  a point if and only if for each open set Y belonging to 
the denumerable system which does not contain completely 
any of the uk, and for each open set W belonging to the de- 
numerable system which is completely contained in Y ,  the 
set FP‘ is disjoint from almost all uk. Moreover for each 
point of the space there exists a strictly decreasing sequence 
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of open sets belonging to  the denumerable system which 
satisfies the condition mentioned and contracts t o  the point. 
Th i s  remark shows tha t  the theory of compact spaces can 
be developed on the basis of a denumerable partially ordered 
set of lumps. We simply have to  define points as strictly 
decreasing sequences of lumps of the denumerable system, 
satisfying Wald’s criterion with respect t o  the lumps of the 
denumerable system. 
It seems certain to  me tha t  not only compact spaces, but 
also spaces of certain more general properties can be derived 
from a denumerable partially ordered set of lumps, and 
probably in a similar way. Of course, from the considera- 
tion at  the end of Section 3 it follows tha t  one cannot even 
hope t o  introduce all the spaces of the type in consideration 
unless their totality has a power not surpassing that of the 
continuum. I t  would be quite interesting to  carry out this 
idea for Borelian and analytic spaces. Another question is 
what we can get by admitting as points transfinite sequences 
of lumps. 
5 .  THE THEORY OF MOORE 
Referring t o  previous lectures, R. L. Moore in 1935 pub- 
lished a foundation of the topology of the  plane in terms 
of the concepts “piece” and “embedded in.” We shall indi- 
cate the main points of contact and the main differences 
existing between the theory of Moore and the ideas out- 
lined in the preceding sections, referring the reader to  
Moore’s paper in Vol. 25 of the Fundamenta Mathematicae 
for the details of his development. 
Moore starts with a partially ordered set of pieces. He 
assumes tha t  for each integer n there exists a system of 
pieces with certain properties. A suggestive description of 
Moore’s assumptions is obtained by calling “basic pieces 
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of nth degree of smallness” or briefly “pieces of nth degree” 
the pieces which are members of the nth system. By using 
this notation we do not mean t o  indicate tha t  any metric 
assumptions about these pieces are explicitly made which 
would enable us t o  speak about a numerical upper bound 
of their size. But ultimately the pieces of the nth system 
correspond t o  open sets whose diameters approach 0 with 
increasing n. 
I n  this notation, Moore assumes: 
(1) I n  each piece for each n there is embedded a basic 
piece of nth degree of smallness. 
(2) If the piece W is embedded in the  piece Y then 
there is an integer n such tha t  each of the pieces of n t h  
degree which intersects W is embedded in Y. (Moore says 
tha t  two pieces Ul and Uz intersect if they are not disjoint 
in the sense of the theories outlined in the preceding sec- 
tions; i.e., if there exists a piece embedded both in U1 
and U,.) 
(3) For each piece U and each n t he  set of the pieces of 
n t h  degree embedded in U is coherent, i.e., cannot be split 
into two sets of pieces such tha t  no piece of one of the sets 
intersects any  of the  pieces of the other set. 
(4) For each piece U there exists a finite number of pieces 
of n t h  degree, say VI - - , Y k ,  such tha t  for a certain num- 
ber m each piece of mth degree intersecting U is embedded 
in one of the pieces Y, . . , Yh. 
As a point Moore defines a decreasing sequence of pieces 
U1, Uz,  1 ,  such  that  f o r  each n, U ,  i s  one of the pieces of 
nth degree. 
While the assumptions mentioned above represent merely 
a part  of Moore’s postulates, they are sufficient for a com- 
parison of his ideas with the theories outlined in the pre- 
ceding sections. 
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Driving toward a foundation of the topology of the plane, 
Moore makes rather special assumptions a t  the start. E.g., 
assumption (3) mentioned above essentially means tha t  each 
piece is connected, thus making connected and locally con- 
nected the space derived from the set of pieces. Assump- 
tion (4) amounts to  a Borel-covering theorem for the pieces 
thus making the closures of the pieces compact. 
Clearly, Moore might have adopted the course of first 
drawing conclusions from the mere facts tha t  the pieces 
form a partially ordered set having some general properties 
and gradually introducing more special assumptions. But  
even then his treatment would differ from the theory out- 
lined in the preceding sections on account of his introduction 
of a topological degree of smallness, Le., of the system of 
pieces of n t h  degree for n = l ,  2 . It is these systems 
that enable him to exclude Case (3) mentioned in section 
3, i.e., decreasing sequences of pieces whose members have 
more than one point in common. With their help he can 
define points simply as decreasing sequences of pieces of 
increasing degrees. We are reminded of the classical intro- 
duction of a real number as a nested sequence of rational 
intervals whose lengths approach 0. One of the main ad- 
vantages of the theory outlined in the preceding section was 
a definition of points without the help of any (metric or 
topological) criterion of smallness -exclusively in terms of 
the relation “contained in.” 
Moreover, Moore defines as a point each nested sequence 
of pieces which get indefinitely small in his topological sense, 
and discards the possibility of Case (4), mentioned in sec- 
tion 3, viz., the possibility of a nested sequence of pieces 
whose elements have no point in common. Since this case 
can occur even in a regular topological space satisfying the 
second denumerability axiom, Moore in his definition im- 
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plicitly assumes local compactness of the space to  be de- 
rived, a procedure which again is justified by his aim, the 
topology of the plane. But just the exclusion of nested 
sequences without common point by an intrinsic criterion 
in terms of the relation “contained in” presented the main 
difficulty in introducing the general concept of space in the 
preceding sections. 
Aside from these differences there are, of course, impor- 
tant  similarities between the two approaches. I n  addition 
to  the fundamental idea of describing the relation of “com- 
pletely contained in” for open sets, and of defining points 
as strictly decreasing sequences, several details are common 
to the two theories. For instance, Moore’s definition of a 
point pertaining to  a piece U if one of the pieces defining 
the point is embedded in U (and consequently almost all of 
the pieces are), is the same as that  of a point lying in a 
lump given in the preceding sections. 
6. THE THEORY OF STONE 
I n  the following sections we shall outline some recent 
theories which likewise avoid starting with given points, 
and instead introduce points as classes of given entities 
with given relations. But they move in directions different 
from the theories introducing points as nested sequences of 
lumps. Since they are better known than these latter 
theories our exposition will be brief. 
M. H. Stone6 starts with a Boolean ring or a distributive 
lattice with complementation, that  is t o  say, with a system 
of entities for which two associative, commutative, totally 
linear, and distributive operations are defined, denoted by + 
and , admitting indifferent elements Y and U such that  
for each element A there exists a “complementary” element 
A’ satisfying the conditions A.A‘  = F r  and A+A‘ = U. 
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Stone calls a “point” a set of elements, & which contains 
a t  least one element and does not contain all elements and 
has the following properties : 
(SI) If A belongs to  4 a n d  CcA (;.e., C + A  =A), then C 
belongs to a? 
(SJ If A and  B belong to 4 then A+B belongs to d. 
(Sa) If A - B  belongs to J& then  at least one of the two ele- 
ments  A, B belongs to d 
A point so defined is said t o  be associated with the ele- 
ment A if the element A belongs t o  the set defining the point. 
The  set of all points defined in this way is made a topological 
space in such a way tha t  for each element of the Boolean 
ring, the corresponding point set, ie . ,  the set of all asso- 
ciated points, is an open subset of the space, and tha t  the 
point sets associated with all the elements of the Boolean 
ring form a basis of the open subsets of the space. How- 
ever, in the  space so obtained the closure of a set consisting 
of exactly one point may contain other points. I n  order 
t o  exclude this possibility Stone has to  make the following 
assumption about the Boolean ring: 
(S,) No point  &is proper subset of any  other point  g, the 
points considered as sets with the properties (SI), (&), (S3). 
For two elements A and B of the Boolean ring the two 
associated point sets are complementary subsets of the space 
if and only if A and B are complementary elements of the 
Boolean ring. Since for each element the Boolean ring 
contains a complementary element whose corresponding 
point set is likewise open, it follows tha t  each of the open 
sets of the basis of the topological space has a complementary 
set which is likewise open. From this we readily conclude 
tha t  the topological space derived from the Boolean ring 
is totally disconnected. Moreover it can be shown t o  be 
bicompact. 
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Conversely, each given totally disconnected bicompact 
space can be obtained in this way. 
Of the topological spaces homeomorphic with subsets of 
Euclidean spaces or the Hilbert space, those which are 
homeomorphic with a closed subset of Cantor’s discon- 
tinuum and only those are included in Stone’s theory. 
7. T H E  THEORY OF WALLMAN 
Instead of a Boolean ring, H. Wallman’ starts with a 
mere distributive lattice without requiring tha t  the lattice 
contain a complementary element of each of its elements. 
As a “point” Wallman defines each system of elements with 
the following properties : 
(W,) Any f in i te  number of elements of the sys tem have a 
product which is # V .  
(WJ  The system cannot be increased without losing prop- 
erty ( W J ,  tha t  is t o  say, for each element A which does not 
belong to  the system there is a finite number of elements 
in the system whose product and A have the product V. 
Comparing Stone’s definition of a point with tha t  of Wall- 
man, we see tha t  the latter is a special case of the former 
if we interchange the operations + and , and, conse- 
quently, the relations c and 2.  If we perform this change 
in Stone’s definition it deals with a system d w i t h  the fol- 
lowing properties : 
( S I f )  If A belongs to & a n d  CxA, then C belongs to ai? 
(SZf )  If A a n d  B belong to  
( S s f )  If A + B  belongs to 4 then  at least one of the two 
elements A, B belongs to ai 
Now we readily see tha t  a point in the sense of Wallman 
has these three properties, and in addition the property (S,). 
Wallman, like his predecessors, associates a point with 
the element A of the basic system (lattice) if the element 
then A - B  belongs to .,a% 
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A belongs t o  the set of elements defining the  point. He  
makes the set of all points a topological space in such a way 
tha t  for each element of the lattice the corresponding point 
set, i.e., the set of all points associated with the element, 
is a closed subset of the space. Moreover, the point sets 
associated with all the  elements of the lattice, form a basis 
for the  closed subsets of the space, tha t  is t o  say, each 
closed subset of the space can be represented as the product 
of closed sets of the  basis. 
However, the basis of the  closed subsets of the space so 
obtained (with point set addition and multiplication) is not 
necessarily isomorphic with the lattice. A point set be- 
longing to  the basis may correspond t o  different elements 
of the lattice. I n  order t o  exclude this possibility, Wallman 
has t o  make the following assumption about the lattice: 
(WJ  For each p a i r  of elements of the lattice, A and B, 
such that A not CB, there exists an element C of the lattice 
such that A . C # Y  and A * C = V .  
The topological space so obtained can be shown t o  be 
bicompact. Conversely, each bicompact space can be ob- 
tained in this way. 
8. THE THEORY OF MILGRAM 
Stone starts with a Boolean ring, Wallman with a dis- 
tributive lattice thus dispensing with complementation but 
retaining the  two lattice operations. A. N. Milgram in a 
recent theory' starts with a mere partially ordered set satis- 
fying some simple conditions thus dispensing with the lat- 
tice operations altogether. 
A subset, S, of a partially ordered set P is called an  upper 
section of P if for each element x belonging t o  S any ele- 
ment of P which is > x ,  belongs t o  S. Now let P be a 
partially ordered set containing a largest element u, for 
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which there exists a system of upper sections, Y: with the 
following properties : 
(All) For a n y  two elements x and  y of P such that x not sy, 
the sys tem Y c o n t a i n s  a n  upper  section containing x but not 
containing y .  
(A!,) No u p p e r  section belonging to  9 ; s  a proper subset of 
any u p p e r  section belonging to 9 
( M 3 )  If S i s  a n  u p p e r  section belonging to 3 a n d  x a.nd y 
are two elements of P which cire not contained in S ,  then P 
contains a n  element which  is 2 x  a n d  2 y a n d  i s  not contained 
in S. 
Then Milgram calls “point” each u p p e r  section of P be- 
longing to % and shows that  T, the set of all these points, 
is a closure class whose closed sets have a basis isomorphic 
with P. 
For each element x of P we form the set of those points 
(i,e., upper sections of P belonging to 9) t o  which the 
element x belongs. We shall denote this point set by [x]. 
For instance, [ u ]  is the set of all points, thus [ a ]  = T. We 
further call [PI  the set of the point sets [x] formed for all 
the elements x of P. By virtue of the condition (MI) the 
set [ P I ,  when partially ordered by the subset relation, is 
isomorphic with the partially ordered set P, that  is t o  say, 
[x] is a proper subset of [y] if and only if x < y .  
If now A is any point set, i.e., any subset of T, then 
Milgram calls “closure of A” the intersectiov of all point 
sets [ X I  which contain A as a subset. There is a t  least one 
such set which does contain A as a subset, viz., [ u ]  = T.  
If the  space T contains more than one point, then the closure 
defined in this way satisfies Kuratowski’s four postulates 
mentioned in section 1. The  last one, Le., that  the closure 
of the closure of a set is equal t o  the closure of the set, is 
an immediate consequence of the definition of the closure. 
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The  same is true for one half of Kuratowski’s first postulate, 
viz., for the  statement t ha t  the sum of the  closures of two 
sets is a subset of t he  closure of their sum. T h e  other half, 
viz., t ha t  the  closure of the sum of two sets is a subset of 
the sum of their closures, is a consequence of the  assump- 
tion (M,) .  Also one half of Kuratowski’s second postulate, 
viz., t ha t  a set consisting of exactly one point is a subset 
of its closure, immediately follows from the definition of 
closure. T h e  other half, viz., t h a t  the  closure of a set con- 
sisting of one point does not contain any other point, is a 
consequence of the assumption (AIz). Kuratowski’s third 
postulate t ha t  the closure of the  vacuous set is vacuous, 
means tha t  the intersection of all point sets [ x ]  is vacuous. 
If the  space contains more than  one point, then this is a 
consequence of Kuratowski’s second postulate and the defi- 
nition of closure. 
Each partially ordered set P satisfying the conditions 
( A l l ) ,  (Mz) ,  ( M , )  is thus isomorphic with a basis of the 
closed subsets of some closure class. 
Conversely, let T be any given closure class, and P any 
basis of the set of all closed subsets of T,  partially ordered 
by the subset relation. For each point p of T, let S ,  be 
the set of all sets belonging to  P which contain p .  Obviously, 
for each point p the  set S, is an upper section of P. If we 
denote by Y the set of the sections S ,  formed for all points 
p of T, then the system Yobv ious ly  satisfies the  assurnp- 
tions ( M I )  and ( M J .  It also satisfies the assumption (Ad3).  
For if S, is the upper section consisting of all the closed 
sets of the  basis P which contain the point p ,  and if x and y 
are two closed sets of the basis P which do not belong t o  
S,, tha t  is t o  say, do not contain p ,  then the set x+y is a 
closed set not containing p although not necessarily belong- 
ing t o  P. But since P is a basis of the system of all closed 
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subsets of T,  the set x+y is the  intersection of closed sets 
belonging t o  P, and since x + y  does not contain p ,  not all 
sets of P containing x+y contain p .  Hence the basis P con- 
tains a set LX and Ly  and not containing p ,  thus not 
belonging t o  S,. 
It follows tha t  ( M I ) ,  ( M J ,  ( M 3 )  are both necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a partially ordered set t o  be iso- 
morphic with a basis of the  system of all closed subsets of 
some closure class. 
This theory is entirely free of any reference t o  operations 
and deals with the order relations alone. If we look upon 
the theories of Stone and Wallman (the former dualized as 
in section 7), we see that  they likewise introduce points as 
upper sections. If a Boolean ring satisfies Stone’s condition 
(SA) ,  then his points are upper sections satisfying Milgram’s 
conditions (MJ, (Adz), (AI3) .  The same is true for Wall- 
man’s points if the lattice satisfies condition (W3) .  
By choosing a general partially ordered set as the basis 
of his theory Milgram not only provided the concepts of 
point and of space with a foundation free of irrelevant ele- 
ments but obtained a means of deriving important topo- 
logical theorems independent of the existence of points, tha t  
is t o  say, for entities more general than ordinary spaces. 
For in order t o  derive a space from a partially ordered set 
P he has to assume the existence of a system of upper sec- 
tions of P,  satisfying the three conditions ( M I )  to  ( M 3 )  
while important parts of topology go through without the 
last two of these conditions, provided tha t  the system of 
upper sections satisfying ( M I )  is denumerable or has a power 
not surpassing some preassigned cardinal number. 
What  is necessary in order to  derive large parts of topology 
in a partially ordered set P is the existence of a system of 
upper sections of P containing for any two elements x: and y 
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of P such that x not l y ,  an upper section to  which x but 
not y belongs, and such that the power of the system lies 
under a preassigned cardinal number N .  Such a system of 
upper sections Milgram calls a strong separating system (of a 
power S N )  of the partially ordered set P. For many pur- 
poses it is even sufficient to  know that there exists a system 
of upper sections of a power S N  which for any two ele- 
ments x and y such that  x > y ,  contains an element t o  which 
x but not y belongs. Such a system is simply called a sepa- 
rating system (of a power 5 , N )  of P. Clearly in these as- 
sumptions the accent lies on the bounded power of the 
separating systems. For the existence of a separating sys- 
tem in P whose power is equal to  that of P is certain with- 
out any assumption. The set of upper sections of P formed 
for all the elements of P is an example of a strong separating 
system of P whose power equals that  of P. 
a a be the elements of a separating system of 
P ordered in some way. If the separating system is de- 
numerable, then we can order its elements in a sequence 
whose indices are natural numbers. If the separating sys- 
tem is non-denumerable, then the sequence U1, Uz, . . will 
necessarily be transfinite. Now let x o  be a given element of 
P. If U1 contains an element >xo,  then choose one of these 
elements and call it x1. Otherwise, set xl=xo. If Uz con- 
tains an element >xl, then choose one of them and call it 
x2. Otherwise, set xz=xl. Proceeding in this way, we get 
a sequence of elements x l ,  xz ,  . . . (which is denumerable if 
the separating system is denumerable, or transfinite other- 
wise) which has the following property: Any element y ,  
which is Tx, for each index n, is what we may call an upper 
bound above xo; that  is to  say, it is > x o  and P does not 
contain any element > y .  
If P is what is called inductive of the power of the sepa- 
Let U,, Uz,
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rating system, that is to  say, if each increasing sequence 
zl, zz, e of elements of P whose power does not surpass 
that of the separating system, contains an element z such 
that Z ~ Z ,  for each element z, of the sequence, then for each 
element x o  there exists in P an upper bound above x o .  
If P is a set of closed (or open) subsets of a regular topo- 
logical space satisfying the second denumerability axiom 
then there exists a denumerable separating system of P. 
If the <-relation means “is subset of” and if P is inductive 
of denumerable order, then by virtue of the last theorem 
each element of P is contained in an element of P which is 
not a proper subset of any element of P. Such an element 
is said to  be saturated in P. Its  existence constitutes 
Brouwer’s so-called saturation theorem. Thus this theorem 
follows from Milgram’s theorem (denumerable case). 
Now let P be a set of subsets of a separable space and < 
mean “contains as a subset.” If P is inductive of de- 
numerable order, and x o  is an element of P, then x o  contains 
an element of P, which does not contain any element of P 
as a proper subset. Such an element is said to  be irreducible 
in P, Its existence constitutes Brouwer’s so-called reduction 
theorem. If, for instance, P is the set of all sub-continua 
of a Euclidean space which contain two distinct points p 
and q, and < means the subset relation, then p is inductive 
of denumerable order, by virtue of the theorem that the 
product of a sequence of continua containing p and q is a 
continuum containing p and q. The reduction theorem, in 
this case, yields the existence of an irreducible continuum 
joining p and q within each continuum joining p and q, a 
continuum being called irreducible between p and q if it has 
no proper subset which is a continuum containing p and q. 
But the generalized saturation and reduction theorems 
are derived without the assumption of the existence of 
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 point^.^ In  the same way Milgram derives the covering 
theorems of topology as a part of the theory of the partially 
ordered system of all subsets of a space without assuming 
that the space is a point set in the sense of the concepts 
discussed in Section 1. These are examples of a topology 
without points. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The idea of dealing with the topological relations between 
the subsets or certain subsets of the space without consid- 
ering them as point sets is of course related to  the program 
which with regard to  projective and affine geometry has 
been carried out by the algebras of these elementary geom- 
etries treated in the second lecture in this pamphlet. It is 
the same shift from the consideration of individual points 
or sets of points to the study of the mutual relations of 
spatial figures-in topology mainly of closed and open sets, 
in the elementary geometries of flats of different dimensions. 
Another remark should clear up the relation between the 
theories discussed in sections 3-5, and those studied in sec- 
tions 6-8. The former ones introduce points as nested se- 
quences of lumps after the model of the introduction of real 
numbers as sequences of rational intervals -the latter ones 
introduce points as sets of lumps which if applied to  the 
case of the straight line would yield a definition of a real 
number as the set of all open rational intervals containing 
the number. 
A transition from the “sequence” definition to  the “set” 
definition of point can be made by forming, for any sequence 
of lumps defining a point, the set of all lumps which contain 
a t  least one lump of the sequence. A transition from the 
“set” definition to  the “sequence” definition can be made 
if the underlying partially ordered set is denumerable. 
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Compared with the earlier sequence theories, the method 
of Stone and Wallman has the advantage of being applicable 
to spaces in which the former theories (at least in their 
original form, dealing with denumerable sequences) would 
not work, and Milgram’s theory even comprises entities 
which are not point spaces a t  all. Obviously, the sequence 
theories work only in spaces satisfying Hausdorff‘s first de- 
numerability axiom. While this condition holds in the most 
important spaces, in particular, in all metrizable spaces, it 
is desirable for a foundation of topology to  comprise still 
more general spaces. Of course, by admitting transfinite 
sequences of lumps we should get sequence theories which 
would also comprise more general spaces, but probably at 
the expense of simplicity. Moreover, from the algebraist’s 
point of view, the set definition of points may seem prefer- 
able because of the analogy it establishes with the theory of 
ideals-in fact, Stone and Wallman use the terminology of 
the theory of numbers in formulating their definitions of 
points. However, Milgram’s theory, as well as the sequence 
theories, seems to indicate that essentially the definition of 
point is based on the relation of partial order rather than on 
the lattice operations from which the analogy with the ideals 
is derived. 
On the other hand, in those cases in which the sequence 
definition of points works, it operates with a minimum of 
logical machinery. It is true that it has to complement the 
definition of a point by a definition of the identity of two 
points, but the set definitions of points need equivalent 
completeness postulates (SJ, ( W J ,  and ( M J .  From the 
point of view of reducing the set theoretical character of the 
foundation, the sequence definition of points is obviously 
preferable to  any set definition. 
At  any rate, there have been various attempts in the 
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topological literature essentially towards the same end, 
namely, that of eliminating points as basic concepts, and 
yet so far these attempts have been quite unrelated. For 
some time it has seemed desirable to me to coordinate these 
ideas. The present lecture is intended to  carry out this 
synthesis. 
In  concluding, I should like to  point out that  even the 
introduction of points as nested sequences of lumps some- 
how transcends what can be observed in nature. For, by 
a lump, we mean something with a well defined boundary. 
But well defined boundaries are themselves results of limit- 
ing processes rather than objects of direct observation. 
Thus, instead of lumps, we might use at  the start something 
still more vague -something perhaps which has various 
degrees of density or a t  least admits a gradual transition 
to  its complement. Such a theory might be of use for wave 
mechanics. KARL MENCER 
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